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Abstract—There have been significant research and develop-
ments in recent years for intersection-safety solutions that are
intended to alert drivers of hazardous situations by utilizing
sensing, computing, and communication technologies. Since the
effectiveness of intersection-safety systems depends strongly on
driver perception and acceptance of the provided warning signal,
the understanding of driver actions under the targeted scenario is
a central research topic. One significant safety concern at intersec-
tions is the left-turn crossing-path scenarios, where a left-turning
vehicle is confronted by oncoming traffic. This paper describes
the analysis and synthesis of real-world data for such scenarios
observed in field observations. Specifically, traffic interactions in
left-turn across-path situations are evaluated to compare data
from various intersections with different operation and traffic
attributes. The analyzed data were characterized to gain insight
into a time gap acceptance exhibited by a population of drivers.
The knowledge of driving behaviors can provide the guidelines for
future investigation as well as a knowledge basis for the selection
of warning criteria to allow timely alerts to drivers in the intended
safety applications.

Index Terms—Collision avoidance, driving behaviors, field
observation, intersection crashes.

I. BACKGROUND

INTERSECTION collisions, particularly those with vehicles
moving in crossing paths, are a major concern in roadway

safety, since they often occur with significant speed differen-
tials in the impact directions that lead to serious injuries or
fatalities. In recent years, significant efforts have been devoted
toward a safety research to reduce the numbers of crashes at
intersections in several regions around the world [1]–[10]. A
combination of newly developed and cost-reduced technolo-
gies can meaningfully reduce crashes if they are successfully
implemented in intersection-decision-support (IDS) systems.
This paper describes the IDS work carried out at California
PATH for one of the most critical crash types: the left-turn
across-path opposite-direction (LTAP-OD) situation [7], [8].
This is part of the overall research plan recently sponsored by
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and several states
in the U.S. [9], [10].
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Fig. 1. Exemplar visual interface for left-turn warning.

Continuing efforts are now underway and expected to ex-
tend the operating concepts to integrate vehicle and infrastruc-
ture components and functions into cooperative intersection
collision-avoidance systems (CICAS) [11].

An IDS/CICAS system requires the utilization of apparatus,
including enhanced sensors, computer, and driver interface,
on the existing infrastructure to provide drivers with advisory
alerts. It will be noted here that warning and alert are loosely
and interchangeably used within the discussions of this paper,
although they may be interpreted quite differently from the
human-factor perspective. For driver assistance, the IDS so-
lutions may use a driver-infrastructure interface (DII), which
conveys hazardous situations to drivers through a roadside
sign. For example, the team at PATH has been experimenting
with a DII illustrated in Fig. 1 for LTAP-OD warning. The
sign only becomes active and is dynamically pulsed to draw
drivers’ attention. The activation of the DII is triggered by
computing processors that determine if and when an alert signal
is warranted by traffic conditions [12], [13].

The provision of an alert is not limited to infrastructure-based
implementation only. Driver assistance can be implemented
through a driver-vehicle interface (DVI), provided that the
warning signal is communicated from roadside processors to
the vehicle. The utilization of wireless communication for a
data transmission is a central element in the research activities
for the aforementioned CICAS project. Furthermore, the op-
erational concepts of an intersection collision warning can be
broadened considerably by allowing a two-way data exchange.
By combining the available data from infrastructure and vehicle
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sensors, a state map can be constructed [7], and warning de-
cisions can be made more intelligently for intersection-safety
applications. For example, in cases where the infrastructure
sensors are unable to determine if a vehicle is in moving toward
a turning maneuver, the activation of a turn signal detected on
the vehicle data bus will be an additional information to process
for an alert if necessary. Moreover, a vehicle-based application
can be implemented with an adjustable-sensitivity feature that
adapts to driver behaviors. These are examples of vehicle-
infrastructure integration, which offers potential flexibility in
the operating concepts.

The work described in this paper represents the analysis and
synthesis of filed data gathered from several intersections for
the investigation of driving behaviors. This is an extension of
a prior work that involved the developments of apparatus and
data-collection techniques [14]–[16] and methods for interpret-
ing a driver time-gap selection [17], [18]. The results of this
study provide a realistic understanding of driving behaviors and
thus offer a solid foundation of knowledge base for the design
of IDS and CICAS. Combined with human-factor experimental
studies [19] and the use of a simulation model for scenario test-
ing [20], the distribution of time- and distance-gap acceptance
exhibited by drivers can help define the appropriate warning
criteria to provide timely and effective alerts.

Section II contains a brief discussion on the motivation,
approach, and limitation of the work described in this paper.
In Section III, field-observation data are used to illustrate the
analysis of traffic interactions in LTAP-OD scenarios. Descrip-
tions of the data analysis and characterization were given in
Section IV. A summary of the knowledge gained through this
exercise and the implications for IDS/CICAS development and
implementation are elaborated upon in Section V.

II. MOTIVATION, APPROACH, AND LIMITATION

One unique aspect of providing advisory alerts to drivers
such as those proposed in IDS/CICAS applications is the wide
spectrum of driver perception and reaction to the alert, which
in turn dictates the effectiveness of the safety systems. It is
essential that the advisory signal is generated in a timely fashion
and communicated to the drivers with the least occurrences of
false or nuisance alarms. However, it is impossible to satisfy
this requirement for a large population of drivers, because
each individual driver is likely to perceive traffic conditions
differently and take risks according to his/her own judgment.
An advisory warning issued under an objective assessment,
which is based on a threat presented by opposing traffic, can
only be designed to be satisfactory for most drivers. This is
particularly true if the suggested warning is presented in the
form of a driver-infrastructure interface.

Given the constraints in this challenging aspect of imple-
mentation, it is necessary to determine the appropriate warning
thresholds that can sufficiently provide a timely alert to the
driving public under a variety of traffic conditions and yet, at the
same time, minimizes the potential of unnecessary nuisance or
erroneous perception to the same population. For this purpose,
the understanding of driving behaviors in a naturalistic setting
will be extremely valuable in defining such warning thresholds.

In this context, the work described in this paper is a method-
ology of utilizing the field observation under real-world traffic
conditions with an attempt to capture traffic patterns and associ-
ated driving behaviors that are exhibited by the driving public.
The data collected from the field observation may be applicable
for several types of intersection conflicts, but the main interest
of this study is to further the understanding of LTAP-OD
scenarios. LTAP-OD situations mostly happen in permissive
and unprotected left-turn maneuvers where no designated left-
turn phase is provided.

For clarification, several terms frequently used in such sce-
narios ought to be defined first. The vehicle that is turning left
is called the subject vehicle (SV). The SV may face several
opposing vehicles. The vehicle that is closest in time or distance
and is most threatening is called the principal other vehicle
(POV). A conflict occurs when an approaching POV is close
in time or distance while an SV is turning.

Specifically, the discussions in this pare are intended for the
exploration of the following issues.

1) How do we extract and interpret driving behaviors from
the field-observation data?

2) What is the distribution of time and distance gap accepted
by drivers making a left turn?

3) How is the distribution of gap acceptance influenced by
intersection geometry, operation, and traffic attributes?

4) Can the characterization of field data provide useful
inputs for the design of IDS/CICAS?

As will be explained in the following sections, affirmative
and insightful answers can be given for questions 1) and 2).
Preliminary conclusions can be made for questions 3) and 4),
while meaningful and comprehensive answers will require fur-
ther studies. More elaborated discussions of these issues are
given in Section IV.

The field observation reported in this paper was considered
an initial yet critical part of work in the overall scheme of
the IDS project. The approach chosen was to explore data-
collection methods under a variety of traffic conditions at
candidate intersections. Instead of a permanent setup at the
selected sites with an extensive and permanent instrumentation,
the intention was to utilize a minimum set of equipment on
a mobile platform that can be deployed at desired locations
flexibly. Given these constraints, it should be noted that there
were noticeable limitations during the course of data collection
including the following.

1) The sensor-placement strategy was not thoroughly inves-
tigated to choose an optimal configuration or to assemble
a set of multiple sensors for data fusion, and therefore,
the setup did not allow full monitoring and tracking of
all targets. For example, some targets were blocked by
other vehicles in the traffic lanes and, therefore, might
disappear from a radar or camera in some portions of their
trajectories.

2) Since the radar sensor used in the mobile data-collection
platform is based on the Doppler effect, stationary targets
would disappear shortly after they arrived at the intersec-
tion and/or stopped for signals or other reasons.
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3) Target detection and processing does not necessarily gen-
erate accurate measurements even with the reasonably
good performance offered by the chosen radar sensor.
Radar waves can reflect off different parts of a target, thus
only providing approximate distance or speed. There are
also occasional dropouts or erroneous identifications.

Despite the limitations described above, it was discovered
during the analysis of collected data that the data-acquisition
setup, albeit simplistic and minimal, yielded reasonably satis-
factory results for the purpose of data evaluation. This is mainly
due to the fact that the closest moving POV is most critical for
SV driver decisions, and the POV is very likely to be success-
fully detected and tracked by the radar because they are often
the leading vehicle in a stream of traffic and is not blocked.
The analysis of radar data was supported by video images,
which provided supplementary information; thus, results can
be verified if the radar data became ambiguous or erroneous
in certain situations.

III. FIELD-OBSERVATION DATA COLLECTION

As explained above, it is beneficial for the design and imple-
mentation of IDS by observing driving behaviors under a vari-
ety of traffic conditions and operation conditions; therefore, the
field-observation sites are selected to allow as much diversity in
relevant factors as possible among the locations. The potential
relevant attributes, which are based on engineering judgment
and intuition, include neighborhood settings (urban, suburban,
rural), intersection operation features (traffic control, signal
cycle, left-turn geometric layout), and traffic conditions (traffic
volume, prevailing speed, pedestrian presence, etc.). Within the
IDS project, the data collection was carried out at a number of
intersections, with a selected few sufficient samples presented
in this paper.

1) Shattuck and Hearst (in the city of Berkeley);
2) Chapin and El Camino Real (Burlingame);
3) Fifth Street and Brannan (San Francisco);
4) entrance into Del Monte Plaza from San Pablo Ave

(Pinole).
The data collection at Shattuck and Hearst was conducted

on three different dates with over 6 h of traffic data overall,
while 2–3 h of data was collected at each of the other sites.
Table I provides an overall comparison of the observation sites
included in this paper and their associated parameters. The
significance of intersection and traffic attributes is discussed
below.

The results revealed by the analyzed data present recog-
nizable patterns, and thus, the aggregate data are considered
to constitute a statistically meaningful representation. This
judgment is somehow subjective and deserves to be further
quantified when additional field data become available. Nev-
ertheless, the analysis of the LTAP-OD scenarios allows us to
hypothesize the potential correlation between driving behaviors
and intersection attributes, which in turn offers the guidelines
for future field work.

Fig. 2 shows the data-acquisition setup at site A, an urban in-
tersection in the downtown area of Berkeley, CA. As depicted,

TABLE I
INTERSECTION AND TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

FIELD OBSERVATION SITES

this intersection has two lanes in the mainline traffic direction
(Shattuck Ave) and a left-turn pocket lane for SV waiting to
make left turns. There are also parking lanes on both sides
of the street. The intersection is controlled by traffic signals,
which have a signal cycle of 75 s during the hours of observa-
tion (late morning to early afternoon). During the observation
hours, the average cruising-traffic speed was about 11 m/s
(25 mi/h). There are frequent gaps available among the oppos-
ing traffic, which allow the SV to make its intended left turn. A
curve is shown in Fig. 2 to represent the trajectory of a left-turn
SV. A triangular area is used to show the coverage area of a
radar sensor with the radar placement at the tip of the triangle.
A circle is placed within the triangle as the crossing point of
the left-turn trajectory. The circled spot is also considered to
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Fig. 2. Depiction of the data-collection setup at site A.

Fig. 3. Data-collection setup at site B.

be the point or area of conflict, which will be used later for
the calculation of vehicle arrival times so that a conflict can
be predicted and evaluated. Similar markers and labels are also
depicted in Figs. 3–5.

Fig. 3 shows the configuration at site B, a suburban area
in the city of Burlingame, CA. At this location, due to the
geometric constraints, there are no parking lanes or left-turn
pockets. The intersection has a trapezoidal shape because of the
angular connection and the nonequal widths of Chapin Ave on
the two sides of El Camino Real. The main street (El Camino
Real) is a major corridor with a consistently high volume of
traffic at moderate to high speeds (16 to 20 m/s or 35–45 mi/h)
throughout the day. The control of signals for traffic on Chapin
is actuated so that a potentially longer green phase can be
allocated for the traffic on El Camino Real. The green phase for
the main road occupies 55–65 s out of the total 80 s in a cycle.
There are frequent left-turning SV observed at the intersection

Fig. 4. Data-collection setup at site C.

Fig. 5. Depiction of the data-collection setup at site D.

of El Camino Real and Chapin, where several commercial
properties are located. The high volume of passing traffic has
an effect on the SV maneuvers. Some drivers are enticed to
creep forward or stop in the middle of the intersection in order
to catch a gap more easily in the opposing traffic. Others are
forced to wait until the end of the green phase before the left
turn can be made.

Fig. 4 shows the observation setup for site C, an intersection
in the city of San Francisco in an industrial neighborhood.
There are two lanes of traffic and parking lanes on all directions
of travel but no left-turn pockets. The left-turn SV on north-
bound Fifth Street turns onto westbound Brannan, which is a
major street with relatively higher volumes of traffic. The green
phase in the Fifth Street direction only uses 20 out of the 60 s
of the signal cycle. The short green phase forces many SV
to wait for their turns into the later part of the green or until
the signal has turned amber or red. Traffic in the direction of
opposing traffic or the POV typically moves at 9–14 m/s. The
frequency of left-turn SV is higher than site A but lower than
site B. A considerable portion of the POV traffic on the outside
lane make right turns onto Brennan Street. Since California
allows right turns during the red phase unless posted otherwise,
a right-turning POV may appear to be moving toward a conflict
with SV as both of them approach and enter the intersection.
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Fig. 6. SV turning time in signal cycle at three observation sites.

Fig. 5 depicts the setting for LTAP-OD scenarios at a
nonsignalized and atypical location in the city of Pinole, where
vehicles entering and exiting from a shopping center face
opposing traffic approaching from the right side of the picture.
The straight-through traffic on the major roadway (San Pablo
Avenue or State Route 123) typically moves at a relatively high
speed of 16–20 m/s (35–45 mi/h). The traffic is very dense and
heavy during the commute hours, but during our observation
hours in the middle of the day, it was relatively light and sparse.
The view of a driver making a left turn is partially obstructed
due to a slight curve of the roadway and the trees planted on the
median island.

Drivers anticipate and react to signal transitions at signalized
intersections. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the
timing of left turn within the signal cycle may cause a difference
in driving behaviors. For example, in the late stage of the green
or amber phases, drivers may be tempted to rush their turns.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of a turning-time distribution from
the three signalized intersections. Note that the signal-cycle
lengths of the three sites are different. The green time is 34 s
for site A, 55–65 s for site B, and 20 s for site C. The graph
plots the time instant when the SV moves into the point of
conflict relative to the beginning of the amber phase. A negative
reading on the horizontal axis indicates that the turn occurs in
green, and a positive reading implies turning in amber or early
red phases. Each bar in the chart is shown for a 4-s interval. The
values on the vertical axis are the percentage of SV turning at
the corresponding time at the respective sites. The numbers for
each site are normalized to be shown as a percentage of the total
numbers of SV.

It is shown in Fig. 6 that the SV at sites A and B are evenly
distributed across a large part of the green phase, but at site C,
there is a high concentration at the end of green and into
the amber and early red phases. The green phase at site C
(San Francisco) is only 20-s long, thus forcing a very high per-
centage of late turns in the vicinity of the signal transition from
green to amber. The discrepancies of such traffic characteristics

appear to be an important factor and should be noted for later
data interpretation.

IV. FIELD DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

In order to synthesize data further for the purpose of this
study, the LTAP-OD situations are first identified for review.
This was accomplished with an automatic scan of radar data to
identify the presence of SV targets and confirmed with a review
of video data. From these identified samples, the interaction of
SV–POV movements was further analyzed for interpretation.

A. Analysis of Vehicles Approaching an Intersection

When an SV makes a left turn, it is necessary for the SV
driver to identify and accept a gap in traffic that is sufficient to
complete the maneuver. The choice of a gap may be a “gap”
between vehicles or a “lag” before the next POV arrives at the
point of conflict. It is fair to assume that drivers typically judge
the arrival time or the current distance of oncoming vehicles
to decide whether it is safe to initiate a maneuver. Previous
research also showed some evidence that such driver decisions
can be a combination of time and distance gaps [21], [22].

For the analysis of traffic approaching an intersection,
the time to intersection (T2I)1 is a convenient measure of the
closeness of a target vehicle. T2I is calculated by dividing the
distance to intersection of a target vehicle by its current speed.
The distance to intersection is often defined as the distance
to the stop bar at the intersection. For the clarification of
certain terminologies and to facilitate later discussions, a data
set is used below to illustrate the variations of T2I for targets
approaching during the different phases of the traffic signal.

The traffic in the POV direction within a traffic cycle (75 s)
at site A is plotted in Fig. 7 with the instantaneous T2I of each
vehicle versus time. The color bar and accompanying labels at
the top of the chart indicate the signal phases during the cycle.
There are two traffic lanes in this direction, and thus for lane
differentiation, the data are denoted by � (inside lane or lane 1)
or � (outside lane or lane 2). In the green phase in the first half
of the signal cycle (34 s), multiple target vehicles are cruising
toward the intersection at a relatively constant speed with their
respective T2I decreases in a linear manner. As the signal
transitions from green to amber, a target vehicle is seen slowing
down and stopping with its T2I drops to a minimum value
of about 2 s before increasing. The T2I of a stopping vehicle
mostly follows this pattern because the decreasing speed yields
a larger T2I, even though the distance to the intersection is
decreasing as well. Behind the first stopping vehicle, several
other vehicles also stop in the red phase. It can also be seen
that the T2I of later arriving vehicles has greater minimum T2I
values because they stop further from the stop bar.

For the analysis of LTAP-OD scenarios, it is important to
observe the distance and speed of the POV when an SV left
turn takes place. Therefore, it will be necessary to monitor the
trajectory of a POV when an SV makes its turn. Furthermore,

1T2I is used as the abbreviation for time to intersection instead of TTI
because the latter may be confusing due to a widely recognized abbreviation
for Texas Transportation Institute.
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Fig. 7. Variations of T2I of vehicles approaching an intersection in a
signal cycle.

if we calculate the POV T2I in a time window before and after
the SV reaches the point of conflict, the closeness of the POV
and, thus, the time gaps accepted by the SV in actual turns can
be assessed.

After each SV target is identified from the radar data and con-
firmed by video review, the radar data is then scanned to check
for the presence of a POV. The corresponding POV distance and
speed are then used to monitor their trajectories relative to the
turning motion of an SV. Two LTAP-OD examples are shown in
Fig. 8(a) and (b) to illustrate the SV–POV encounters in a time
window before and after the time instant when the SV reaches
the point of conflict.

In Fig. 8(a), two opposing vehicles are approaching the
intersection prior to the SV left turn. Initially, the vehicle on
lane 2 is closer in time and is thus the POV by definition.
At time = −3 s, the vehicle on lane 1 edges closer in time to
the intersection and becomes the POV. At time = 0, the inside
vehicle slows down, perhaps due to the appearance of the SV,
and its T2I value remains flat for a second or so. Shortly after,
the vehicle on lane 2 overtakes the other vehicle and becomes
the POV again. This vehicle reaches the intersection when its
T2I value becomes zero at about t = 5 s after the SV crosses
the point of conflict.

In Fig. 8(b), besides the brief appearance of other vehicles at
around t = −6, there is only one other vehicle present, and it by
default, the POV. In this case, the SV left turn occurred during
the signal transition from green to amber. The approaching POV
was slowing down, perhaps due to the signal phase change or
the presence of the SV. The POV T2I reaches a minimum value
of 2 s right around t = 0, when the SV is at the point of conflict.

As shown by the two examples above, the SV and POV
trajectories relative to the point of conflict can be evaluated in
a period of potential interaction. The proximity of POV relative
to an SV in a LTAP-OD situation can now be objectively
compared with a common method. The procedure explained
above will be the essential tool used throughout the remainder
of this paper for all intersections. Aside from the T2I measure,

Fig. 8. (a) POV-T2I versus SV detection time—example 1. (b) POV-T2I
versus SV detection time—example 2.

it is believed that a distance to intersection (D2I) may also be
an important factor in a driver’s consideration for the judgment
of oncoming traffic. Many aspects of analysis in the following
sections can be applied to D2I as well, but the discussions
and illustrations will only be shown for T2I to avoid being
repetitive.

Upon further examination of field-observation sites, it is
noticed that the geometric layout of intersections are very
different, and therefore, the stop-bar position relative to the
point of conflict varies significantly, as shown in Figs. 2–5. It
is reasoned that the perceived closeness of oncoming traffic
relative to the point of conflict, instead of the stop bar, is more
important for drivers’ gap acceptance. This is especially true
for large-size intersections. Therefore, the calculation of the
POV proximity is adjusted by using the time to point of conflict
(T2POC). Similar to T2I, T2POC is the estimated arrival time
of a vehicle by dividing the current distance to the point of
conflict (D2POC) of a target vehicle by its instantaneous speed.
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By the use of T2POC, a conflict can be represented by the
relative arrival times of SV and POV at the point of conflict.

It should be further noted that the term, time to conflict,
adopted herein has a completely different meaning from the
conventional use of TTC; TTC is usually used to denote the
time to collision, which is calculated, for example, by dividing
the space between two vehicles by the speed differential in a
vehicle-following situation.

B. Description of LTAP-OD Scenarios by SV–POV Interaction

The same procedure of the data analysis described above
can be followed for all SV cases to identify the characteristics
of time acceptance at multiple locations. When data were
presented as an aggregate representation of a large number
of drivers, it enables us to compare the driving behaviors at
each site under different traffic conditions and to compare the
differences among multiple sites.

Fig. 9(a) is a chart generated from a 2-hr data set from site
A. It is a composite chart with a total of 68 left-turning SV.
Fig. 9(a) is constructed in the following manner.

1) For each SV, the POV T2POC is plotted in the time
window of −6 and +4 s around t = 0 when SV arrives
at the point of conflict.

2) A plot similar to the examples in Fig. 8 is repeated for all
68 turning SV.

3) The POV may be in either of the two lanes. If there
are multiple vehicles approaching, only the one with the
smallest T2POC is plotted.

Fig. 9(b) is similarly constructed for the D2POC.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) provides intuitive yet revealing phenomena

of SV–POV interaction. Some explanations and comments are
given as follows.

1) If a POV cruises toward the intersection at a constant
speed, its T2POC curve will be a straight line with a down
slope of −1 in Fig. 9(a).

2) If a POV slows down, the slope of its T2POC trajectory
will decrease in absolute values as can be seen in some
examples in their corresponding T2POC and D2POC
curves.

3) A few POV targets are found to slow down or stop as they
get very close to the point of conflict. This is particularly
visible for a couple of cases at the center bottom of the
Fig. 9(b). The POV is slowing down due to the presence
of a turning SV or signal transition.

4) Often, there is a previously passing POV before the SV
turns. These POV cross the point of conflict before SV
arrival at time = 0. A cluster of POV pass through prior
to t = −2 in Fig. 9(a).

5) The two-second period of a passing POV before an SV
arrives at the point of conflict, which is described in 4), is
called the leading buffer.

6) For the majority of cases, POV does not arrive until two
seconds after SV crosses the point of conflict. If the
arrival times of SV and POV are close to each other, as
indicated by several cases in Fig. 9(a) with POV T2POC
crossing near time = +1, then there is a potential conflict
or hazard.

Fig. 9. (a) POV-T2POC versus time relative to SV crossing POC (Data
12/11/03). (b) POV-D2POC versus time relative to SV crossing POC (Data
12/11/03).

7) The time period between the passing of SV and the
subsequent arrival of POV at the point of conflict, which
is mentioned in 6), is referred to as the trailing buffer.

8) The shorter the trailing buffer, the greater the risk is
for the LTAP-OD scenario. The trailing buffer is also
indicative of the aggressiveness of SV drivers in their
decision to turn.

9) A time gap is clearly evident in Fig. 9(a). The gap is
bordered by the leading and trailing buffer, but it is also
visible in a channel in the chart that angles backward
in time to the upper left of the graph. There is a sparse
POV presence in the channel. The reason for the existence
of a gap and a channel extended backward in time is
obvious because a decision to make the turn is made a
few seconds before the SV arrives at the point of conflict.
This is a significant point to note because the timing of
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Fig. 10. (a) Three-dimensional view of POV presence with respect to SV
arrival. (b) Two-dimensional view of POV presence with respect to SV arrival.

warning in IDS/CICAS must be related to the time of
driver decision.

If the graph of Fig. 9(a) is divided into a grid of 1-s intervals
in both directions, and the number of POV presence within
each grid is counted, a distribution plot of the POV can be
generated. Fig. 10(a) shows a three-dimensional plot of this
distribution. The vertical reading is calculated by dividing the
number of POV by the total number of SV and expressed in
the percentage of cases where an SV is encountering a POV at
the respective grids in time.

In Fig. 10(a), a high peak is present on the left side of the
chart, which shows the cluster of previously passing vehicles
that correspond to those in the triangular area at the lower left
corner in Fig. 9(a). The peak at the central portion of the chart
is indicative of the intensity of oncoming POV faced by SV as
the SV makes its turn. The valley between the two peaks reveals
the time gap and channel as mentioned in Fig. 9(a), which are
accepted by the SV to make the left turn.

The three-dimensional plot of Fig. 10(a) can also be
projected onto a two-dimensional contour plot, shown in
Fig. 10(b), which offers an alternative visualization of the
SV–POV encounters. A more intense or lighter-color area in
Fig. 10(b) means that the POV is present for a higher percentage
of cases. Conversely, a darker area means that the presence of
the POV is sparse or less frequent. Fig. 10(a) and (b) conveys a
quantified representation of the same data in Fig. 9(a).

The shape and form of the gaps are influenced by traffic
conditions and intersection attributes. These graphs provide
useful visualization tools for data comparison. Due to the space
limitation, the results generated from other data sets will not
be shown, but they all show similar patterns with variations in
intensity distribution. To allow a comparison of such driving
behaviors under varying traffic conditions and in different in-
tersection settings, further quantitative analysis is needed.

C. Data Utilization and Characterization for Different Traffic
Conditions and at Different Intersections

Once the approach of data analysis is chosen, they can be
similarly applied to data sets from various traffic and intersec-
tion conditions. The data can then be synthesized to gain an
insight into the effects of relevant traffic and roadway factors
that may influence the driving behaviors. For example, one
may wish to compare the percentage of SV turning with POV
arriving with a short trailing buffer at different sites. Also, one
may choose to utilize the field data from different sites to check
if the distribution of accepted time gaps shows any significant
variation due to varying traffic conditions.

For a comparison of signalized intersections with distinct
traffic attributes, the data from sites A, B, and C are analyzed
further. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the distribution of POV
arrival times after the SV has crossed the point of conflict. The
graph is generated by counting the numbers of POV passing
through the point of conflict in every 1-s intervals and plotting
the cumulative percentage curves of each of the three sites. The
percentage is normalized by dividing the number of POV by the
total SV number.

For the purpose of discussions, let us define a conflict that
warrants the issuance of warning to be a situation when the
trailing buffer is less than 2 s. The data depicted in Fig. 11
indicate that there is a difference in the percentage of left-turn
cases. For example, site C appears to have the highest ratio,
which is followed by site B, and site A possesses the lowest
ratio. This ratio can be interpreted as the level of aggressiveness
of SV turning maneuvers for a site.

There are at least a couple of possible explanations for this
contrast in the ratios for these sites. The driver group at one
site may indeed be more aggressive than the other sites, for
a reason such as driver demographics. On the other hand, the
traffic patterns at a particular site may distort the observed
phenomenon and cause a shift in the distribution for a site. For
example, we have explained in Section III that there are a large
number of right-turning POV at site C, and they are frequently
on a trajectory that appears to be approaching a conflict with
the left-turning SV. Under these conditions, however, the SV
drivers are likely to recognize that the situations were not
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Fig. 11. Distribution of POV arrival after SV crossing POC for sites A, B,
and C.

threatening as both vehicles move relatively slow, and the right-
turning vehicle may further slow down as they come to a
position to turn. In other words, the SV driver assumes that the
risks are not necessarily high and chooses to make an informed
decision to initiate the turn. This is one exemplar situation that
driver perception should be taken into account in the selection
of warning criteria.

The three curves in Fig. 11, from t = +2 to t = +6, show
different trends as site C increases slowly while site B rises
rapidly. In this chart, a curve with greater values implies that the
traffic is more intense as a higher percentage of SV encounters
the POV moving through and arriving at the point of conflict.
This partially reflects the consistently high-volume POV traffic
at site B than other sites. Additionally, a large number of SV
turned near the end of the green phase and in the amber phase
at site C, as revealed in Fig. 6. This resulted in a smaller number
of POV arriving after the SV finishes its turn, because the POV
traffic would have been stopped for the red phase afterward. If
the SV traffic is forced to turn mostly at the end of green or in
the amber phase, there will be a limited knowledge that can be
gained on time gap acceptance, because drivers are operating
under the conditions that the POV traffic will stop for a signal
transition. This point highlights the importance of conducting
field observations, because a direct and realistic investigation
can really help the understanding of a traffic phenomenon.

One aspect of turning behaviors that is not fully addressed in
the representation of data given in Fig. 11 is the traffic dynamics
that have occurred from the time of the SV driver decision to the
instant of POV arriving at the point of conflict. The decision
point is at least several seconds before the SV reaches the point
of conflict. During this time period, the trajectories of SV and
POV may have changed over time. The distribution of the POV
arrival as shown in Fig. 11 is not necessarily indicative of the
risks perceived by the drivers at the time of decision.

A method of utilizing field data to estimate drivers’ time
gap acceptance was suggested [17], [23]. By projecting the
POV future arrival times from a time window when the driver
decision is made before the actual turn, the distribution of

Fig. 12. Distribution of accepted POV time gap at sites A, B, and C.

POV encountered by all drivers can be aggregately counted to
derive a time gap acceptance curve. The driver-decision time is
estimated by the average turning time and the perception time
needed to take into account his/her own judgment of the traffic
conditions. For example, a perception period of 1 s is used in the
estimation of gap acceptance with reference to a related work
[24]. A synthesis of data from multiple observation sites can be
used to construct an aggregate model of driver time-acceptance
behaviors. Fig. 12 plots the cumulative percentage of the POV
time gap accepted by drivers from sites A, B, and C. The graph
shows that the distribution is similar in range and shape.

Recent relevant work has utilized the same field-observation
data to examine the circumstances of potential conflicts to fur-
ther categorize the effects of intersection and traffic attributes
on driving behaviors [25]. This topic deserves more extensive
field observation and further in-depth investigation. However, a
preliminary characterization can be concluded as follows.

1) Pedestrians can be a significant factor in urban environ-
ment, such as site A. The presence of a pedestrian causes
disturbances to vehicle trajectories and leads to higher
risks at times.

2) In high-speed dense-traffic environment, such as site B,
potential conflicts frequently occur.

3) The turning scenarios in late green or amber phases,
such as those at site C, are typically nonthreatening and
commonly assumed so by SV drivers, because POV is
expected to stop for the upcoming red signal, despite the
movements initially appear to be hazardous.

4) On average, about 20%–40% of all left-turn maneuvers in
the field data can be classified as potential conflicts that
lead to a projected or actual short-trailing buffer. These
apparent near miss or close encounters are the situations
that warrant the issuance of warning.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Field observation was carried out to collect real-world traffic
data for the study of intersection safety. Data were collected
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at multiple locations to encompass a variety of geometric
and operational conditions. The experimental setup and the
procedures for analyzing and visualizing the traffic patterns and
driving behaviors were thoroughly discussed. The subsequent
analysis of data as explained in this paper demonstrates that a
considerable information can be extracted and synthesized for
the understanding of driving behaviors. In particular, the gap
acceptance in LTAP-OD scenarios are examined to evaluate if
there are recognizable patterns that indicate the effects of traffic
attributes and intersection characteristics.

The availability of field data and the associated methodology
constitute a foundation of knowledge for assessing the critical
design parameters for safety countermeasures. For example,
the lengths of signal phases seem to have a major influence
on the distribution of gap acceptance. The vehicle speed and
volume can cause a difference in the risk-taking behaviors of
drivers. Pedestrian presence appears to be a significant factor in
urban environment. The understanding of these issues provides
guidelines for selecting a set of explanatory variables for more
in-depth work in human-factor studies and warning criteria for
safety applications.

The data-collection work presented herein was carried out in
an ad hoc manner, which can certainly benefit from a more sys-
tematic approach with enhanced data-acquisition equipment.
The encouraging results from this study also justify the further
use of field observation in future work. With comprehensive
filed observation and data collection, the outcome of these
studies will provide significant insights into driving behaviors.
Since the effectiveness of an IDS/CICAS solution is highly
dependent on the driver perception and response to the issued
warning, the knowledge of driving behaviors in a real-world
setting is an excellent baseline for selecting warning criteria.
The linkage of field observation to sensing, processing, and
human-factor evaluation of suggested safety countermeasures
remains topics of future studies.
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Characterization of Driving Behaviors Based on
Field Observation of Intersection Left-Turn

Across-Path Scenarios
Ching-Yao Chan, Member, IEEE

Abstract—There have been significant research and develop-
ments in recent years for intersection-safety solutions that are
intended to alert drivers of hazardous situations by utilizing
sensing, computing, and communication technologies. Since the
effectiveness of intersection-safety systems depends strongly on
driver perception and acceptance of the provided warning signal,
the understanding of driver actions under the targeted scenario is
a central research topic. One significant safety concern at intersec-
tions is the left-turn crossing-path scenarios, where a left-turning
vehicle is confronted by oncoming traffic. This paper describes
the analysis and synthesis of real-world data for such scenarios
observed in field observations. Specifically, traffic interactions in
left-turn across-path situations are evaluated to compare data
from various intersections with different operation and traffic
attributes. The analyzed data were characterized to gain insight
into a time gap acceptance exhibited by a population of drivers.
The knowledge of driving behaviors can provide the guidelines for
future investigation as well as a knowledge basis for the selection
of warning criteria to allow timely alerts to drivers in the intended
safety applications.

Index Terms—Collision avoidance, driving behaviors, field
observation, intersection crashes.

I. BACKGROUND

INTERSECTION collisions, particularly those with vehicles
moving in crossing paths, are a major concern in roadway

safety, since they often occur with significant speed differen-
tials in the impact directions that lead to serious injuries or
fatalities. In recent years, significant efforts have been devoted
toward a safety research to reduce the numbers of crashes at
intersections in several regions around the world [1]–[10]. A
combination of newly developed and cost-reduced technolo-
gies can meaningfully reduce crashes if they are successfully
implemented in intersection-decision-support (IDS) systems.
This paper describes the IDS work carried out at California
PATH for one of the most critical crash types: the left-turn
across-path opposite-direction (LTAP-OD) situation [7], [8].
This is part of the overall research plan recently sponsored by
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) and several states
in the U.S. [9], [10].
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Fig. 1. Exemplar visual interface for left-turn warning.

Continuing efforts are now underway and expected to ex-
tend the operating concepts to integrate vehicle and infrastruc-
ture components and functions into cooperative intersection
collision-avoidance systems (CICAS) [11].

An IDS/CICAS system requires the utilization of apparatus,
including enhanced sensors, computer, and driver interface,
on the existing infrastructure to provide drivers with advisory
alerts. It will be noted here that warning and alert are loosely
and interchangeably used within the discussions of this paper,
although they may be interpreted quite differently from the
human-factor perspective. For driver assistance, the IDS so-
lutions may use a driver-infrastructure interface (DII), which
conveys hazardous situations to drivers through a roadside
sign. For example, the team at PATH has been experimenting
with a DII illustrated in Fig. 1 for LTAP-OD warning. The
sign only becomes active and is dynamically pulsed to draw
drivers’ attention. The activation of the DII is triggered by
computing processors that determine if and when an alert signal
is warranted by traffic conditions [12], [13].

The provision of an alert is not limited to infrastructure-based
implementation only. Driver assistance can be implemented
through a driver-vehicle interface (DVI), provided that the
warning signal is communicated from roadside processors to
the vehicle. The utilization of wireless communication for a
data transmission is a central element in the research activities
for the aforementioned CICAS project. Furthermore, the op-
erational concepts of an intersection collision warning can be
broadened considerably by allowing a two-way data exchange.
By combining the available data from infrastructure and vehicle

1524-9050/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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sensors, a state map can be constructed [7], and warning de-
cisions can be made more intelligently for intersection-safety
applications. For example, in cases where the infrastructure
sensors are unable to determine if a vehicle is in moving toward
a turning maneuver, the activation of a turn signal detected on
the vehicle data bus will be an additional information to process
for an alert if necessary. Moreover, a vehicle-based application
can be implemented with an adjustable-sensitivity feature that
adapts to driver behaviors. These are examples of vehicle-
infrastructure integration, which offers potential flexibility in
the operating concepts.

The work described in this paper represents the analysis and
synthesis of filed data gathered from several intersections for
the investigation of driving behaviors. This is an extension of
a prior work that involved the developments of apparatus and
data-collection techniques [14]–[16] and methods for interpret-
ing a driver time-gap selection [17], [18]. The results of this
study provide a realistic understanding of driving behaviors and
thus offer a solid foundation of knowledge base for the design
of IDS and CICAS. Combined with human-factor experimental
studies [19] and the use of a simulation model for scenario test-
ing [20], the distribution of time- and distance-gap acceptance
exhibited by drivers can help define the appropriate warning
criteria to provide timely and effective alerts.

Section II contains a brief discussion on the motivation,
approach, and limitation of the work described in this paper.
In Section III, field-observation data are used to illustrate the
analysis of traffic interactions in LTAP-OD scenarios. Descrip-
tions of the data analysis and characterization were given in
Section IV. A summary of the knowledge gained through this
exercise and the implications for IDS/CICAS development and
implementation are elaborated upon in Section V.

II. MOTIVATION, APPROACH, AND LIMITATION

One unique aspect of providing advisory alerts to drivers
such as those proposed in IDS/CICAS applications is the wide
spectrum of driver perception and reaction to the alert, which
in turn dictates the effectiveness of the safety systems. It is
essential that the advisory signal is generated in a timely fashion
and communicated to the drivers with the least occurrences of
false or nuisance alarms. However, it is impossible to satisfy
this requirement for a large population of drivers, because
each individual driver is likely to perceive traffic conditions
differently and take risks according to his/her own judgment.
An advisory warning issued under an objective assessment,
which is based on a threat presented by opposing traffic, can
only be designed to be satisfactory for most drivers. This is
particularly true if the suggested warning is presented in the
form of a driver-infrastructure interface.

Given the constraints in this challenging aspect of imple-
mentation, it is necessary to determine the appropriate warning
thresholds that can sufficiently provide a timely alert to the
driving public under a variety of traffic conditions and yet, at the
same time, minimizes the potential of unnecessary nuisance or
erroneous perception to the same population. For this purpose,
the understanding of driving behaviors in a naturalistic setting
will be extremely valuable in defining such warning thresholds.

In this context, the work described in this paper is a method-
ology of utilizing the field observation under real-world traffic
conditions with an attempt to capture traffic patterns and associ-
ated driving behaviors that are exhibited by the driving public.
The data collected from the field observation may be applicable
for several types of intersection conflicts, but the main interest
of this study is to further the understanding of LTAP-OD
scenarios. LTAP-OD situations mostly happen in permissive
and unprotected left-turn maneuvers where no designated left-
turn phase is provided.

For clarification, several terms frequently used in such sce-
narios ought to be defined first. The vehicle that is turning left
is called the subject vehicle (SV). The SV may face several
opposing vehicles. The vehicle that is closest in time or distance
and is most threatening is called the principal other vehicle
(POV). A conflict occurs when an approaching POV is close
in time or distance while an SV is turning.

Specifically, the discussions in this pare are intended for the
exploration of the following issues.

1) How do we extract and interpret driving behaviors from
the field-observation data?

2) What is the distribution of time and distance gap accepted
by drivers making a left turn?

3) How is the distribution of gap acceptance influenced by
intersection geometry, operation, and traffic attributes?

4) Can the characterization of field data provide useful
inputs for the design of IDS/CICAS?

As will be explained in the following sections, affirmative
and insightful answers can be given for questions 1) and 2).
Preliminary conclusions can be made for questions 3) and 4),
while meaningful and comprehensive answers will require fur-
ther studies. More elaborated discussions of these issues are
given in Section IV.

The field observation reported in this paper was considered
an initial yet critical part of work in the overall scheme of
the IDS project. The approach chosen was to explore data-
collection methods under a variety of traffic conditions at
candidate intersections. Instead of a permanent setup at the
selected sites with an extensive and permanent instrumentation,
the intention was to utilize a minimum set of equipment on
a mobile platform that can be deployed at desired locations
flexibly. Given these constraints, it should be noted that there
were noticeable limitations during the course of data collection
including the following.

1) The sensor-placement strategy was not thoroughly inves-
tigated to choose an optimal configuration or to assemble
a set of multiple sensors for data fusion, and therefore,
the setup did not allow full monitoring and tracking of
all targets. For example, some targets were blocked by
other vehicles in the traffic lanes and, therefore, might
disappear from a radar or camera in some portions of their
trajectories.

2) Since the radar sensor used in the mobile data-collection
platform is based on the Doppler effect, stationary targets
would disappear shortly after they arrived at the intersec-
tion and/or stopped for signals or other reasons.
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3) Target detection and processing does not necessarily gen-
erate accurate measurements even with the reasonably
good performance offered by the chosen radar sensor.
Radar waves can reflect off different parts of a target, thus
only providing approximate distance or speed. There are
also occasional dropouts or erroneous identifications.

Despite the limitations described above, it was discovered
during the analysis of collected data that the data-acquisition
setup, albeit simplistic and minimal, yielded reasonably satis-
factory results for the purpose of data evaluation. This is mainly
due to the fact that the closest moving POV is most critical for
SV driver decisions, and the POV is very likely to be success-
fully detected and tracked by the radar because they are often
the leading vehicle in a stream of traffic and is not blocked.
The analysis of radar data was supported by video images,
which provided supplementary information; thus, results can
be verified if the radar data became ambiguous or erroneous
in certain situations.

III. FIELD-OBSERVATION DATA COLLECTION

As explained above, it is beneficial for the design and imple-
mentation of IDS by observing driving behaviors under a vari-
ety of traffic conditions and operation conditions; therefore, the
field-observation sites are selected to allow as much diversity in
relevant factors as possible among the locations. The potential
relevant attributes, which are based on engineering judgment
and intuition, include neighborhood settings (urban, suburban,
rural), intersection operation features (traffic control, signal
cycle, left-turn geometric layout), and traffic conditions (traffic
volume, prevailing speed, pedestrian presence, etc.). Within the
IDS project, the data collection was carried out at a number of
intersections, with a selected few sufficient samples presented
in this paper.

1) Shattuck and Hearst (in the city of Berkeley);
2) Chapin and El Camino Real (Burlingame);
3) Fifth Street and Brannan (San Francisco);
4) entrance into Del Monte Plaza from San Pablo Ave

(Pinole).
The data collection at Shattuck and Hearst was conducted

on three different dates with over 6 h of traffic data overall,
while 2–3 h of data was collected at each of the other sites.
Table I provides an overall comparison of the observation sites
included in this paper and their associated parameters. The
significance of intersection and traffic attributes is discussed
below.

The results revealed by the analyzed data present recog-
nizable patterns, and thus, the aggregate data are considered
to constitute a statistically meaningful representation. This
judgment is somehow subjective and deserves to be further
quantified when additional field data become available. Nev-
ertheless, the analysis of the LTAP-OD scenarios allows us to
hypothesize the potential correlation between driving behaviors
and intersection attributes, which in turn offers the guidelines
for future field work.

Fig. 2 shows the data-acquisition setup at site A, an urban in-
tersection in the downtown area of Berkeley, CA. As depicted,

TABLE I
INTERSECTION AND TRAFFIC CHARACTERISTICS OF

FIELD OBSERVATION SITES

this intersection has two lanes in the mainline traffic direction
(Shattuck Ave) and a left-turn pocket lane for SV waiting to
make left turns. There are also parking lanes on both sides
of the street. The intersection is controlled by traffic signals,
which have a signal cycle of 75 s during the hours of observa-
tion (late morning to early afternoon). During the observation
hours, the average cruising-traffic speed was about 11 m/s
(25 mi/h). There are frequent gaps available among the oppos-
ing traffic, which allow the SV to make its intended left turn. A
curve is shown in Fig. 2 to represent the trajectory of a left-turn
SV. A triangular area is used to show the coverage area of a
radar sensor with the radar placement at the tip of the triangle.
A circle is placed within the triangle as the crossing point of
the left-turn trajectory. The circled spot is also considered to
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Fig. 2. Depiction of the data-collection setup at site A.

Fig. 3. Data-collection setup at site B.

be the point or area of conflict, which will be used later for
the calculation of vehicle arrival times so that a conflict can
be predicted and evaluated. Similar markers and labels are also
depicted in Figs. 3–5.

Fig. 3 shows the configuration at site B, a suburban area
in the city of Burlingame, CA. At this location, due to the
geometric constraints, there are no parking lanes or left-turn
pockets. The intersection has a trapezoidal shape because of the
angular connection and the nonequal widths of Chapin Ave on
the two sides of El Camino Real. The main street (El Camino
Real) is a major corridor with a consistently high volume of
traffic at moderate to high speeds (16 to 20 m/s or 35–45 mi/h)
throughout the day. The control of signals for traffic on Chapin
is actuated so that a potentially longer green phase can be
allocated for the traffic on El Camino Real. The green phase for
the main road occupies 55–65 s out of the total 80 s in a cycle.
There are frequent left-turning SV observed at the intersection

Fig. 4. Data-collection setup at site C.

Fig. 5. Depiction of the data-collection setup at site D.

of El Camino Real and Chapin, where several commercial
properties are located. The high volume of passing traffic has
an effect on the SV maneuvers. Some drivers are enticed to
creep forward or stop in the middle of the intersection in order
to catch a gap more easily in the opposing traffic. Others are
forced to wait until the end of the green phase before the left
turn can be made.

Fig. 4 shows the observation setup for site C, an intersection
in the city of San Francisco in an industrial neighborhood.
There are two lanes of traffic and parking lanes on all directions
of travel but no left-turn pockets. The left-turn SV on north-
bound Fifth Street turns onto westbound Brannan, which is a
major street with relatively higher volumes of traffic. The green
phase in the Fifth Street direction only uses 20 out of the 60 s
of the signal cycle. The short green phase forces many SV
to wait for their turns into the later part of the green or until
the signal has turned amber or red. Traffic in the direction of
opposing traffic or the POV typically moves at 9–14 m/s. The
frequency of left-turn SV is higher than site A but lower than
site B. A considerable portion of the POV traffic on the outside
lane make right turns onto Brennan Street. Since California
allows right turns during the red phase unless posted otherwise,
a right-turning POV may appear to be moving toward a conflict
with SV as both of them approach and enter the intersection.
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Fig. 6. SV turning time in signal cycle at three observation sites.

Fig. 5 depicts the setting for LTAP-OD scenarios at a
nonsignalized and atypical location in the city of Pinole, where
vehicles entering and exiting from a shopping center face
opposing traffic approaching from the right side of the picture.
The straight-through traffic on the major roadway (San Pablo
Avenue or State Route 123) typically moves at a relatively high
speed of 16–20 m/s (35–45 mi/h). The traffic is very dense and
heavy during the commute hours, but during our observation
hours in the middle of the day, it was relatively light and sparse.
The view of a driver making a left turn is partially obstructed
due to a slight curve of the roadway and the trees planted on the
median island.

Drivers anticipate and react to signal transitions at signalized
intersections. Therefore, it is reasonable to hypothesize that the
timing of left turn within the signal cycle may cause a difference
in driving behaviors. For example, in the late stage of the green
or amber phases, drivers may be tempted to rush their turns.
Fig. 6 shows a comparison of a turning-time distribution from
the three signalized intersections. Note that the signal-cycle
lengths of the three sites are different. The green time is 34 s
for site A, 55–65 s for site B, and 20 s for site C. The graph
plots the time instant when the SV moves into the point of
conflict relative to the beginning of the amber phase. A negative
reading on the horizontal axis indicates that the turn occurs in
green, and a positive reading implies turning in amber or early
red phases. Each bar in the chart is shown for a 4-s interval. The
values on the vertical axis are the percentage of SV turning at
the corresponding time at the respective sites. The numbers for
each site are normalized to be shown as a percentage of the total
numbers of SV.

It is shown in Fig. 6 that the SV at sites A and B are evenly
distributed across a large part of the green phase, but at site C,
there is a high concentration at the end of green and into
the amber and early red phases. The green phase at site C
(San Francisco) is only 20-s long, thus forcing a very high per-
centage of late turns in the vicinity of the signal transition from
green to amber. The discrepancies of such traffic characteristics

appear to be an important factor and should be noted for later
data interpretation.

IV. FIELD DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION

In order to synthesize data further for the purpose of this
study, the LTAP-OD situations are first identified for review.
This was accomplished with an automatic scan of radar data to
identify the presence of SV targets and confirmed with a review
of video data. From these identified samples, the interaction of
SV–POV movements was further analyzed for interpretation.

A. Analysis of Vehicles Approaching an Intersection

When an SV makes a left turn, it is necessary for the SV
driver to identify and accept a gap in traffic that is sufficient to
complete the maneuver. The choice of a gap may be a “gap”
between vehicles or a “lag” before the next POV arrives at the
point of conflict. It is fair to assume that drivers typically judge
the arrival time or the current distance of oncoming vehicles
to decide whether it is safe to initiate a maneuver. Previous
research also showed some evidence that such driver decisions
can be a combination of time and distance gaps [21], [22].

For the analysis of traffic approaching an intersection,
the time to intersection (T2I)1 is a convenient measure of the
closeness of a target vehicle. T2I is calculated by dividing the
distance to intersection of a target vehicle by its current speed.
The distance to intersection is often defined as the distance
to the stop bar at the intersection. For the clarification of
certain terminologies and to facilitate later discussions, a data
set is used below to illustrate the variations of T2I for targets
approaching during the different phases of the traffic signal.

The traffic in the POV direction within a traffic cycle (75 s)
at site A is plotted in Fig. 7 with the instantaneous T2I of each
vehicle versus time. The color bar and accompanying labels at
the top of the chart indicate the signal phases during the cycle.
There are two traffic lanes in this direction, and thus for lane
differentiation, the data are denoted by � (inside lane or lane 1)
or � (outside lane or lane 2). In the green phase in the first half
of the signal cycle (34 s), multiple target vehicles are cruising
toward the intersection at a relatively constant speed with their
respective T2I decreases in a linear manner. As the signal
transitions from green to amber, a target vehicle is seen slowing
down and stopping with its T2I drops to a minimum value
of about 2 s before increasing. The T2I of a stopping vehicle
mostly follows this pattern because the decreasing speed yields
a larger T2I, even though the distance to the intersection is
decreasing as well. Behind the first stopping vehicle, several
other vehicles also stop in the red phase. It can also be seen
that the T2I of later arriving vehicles has greater minimum T2I
values because they stop further from the stop bar.

For the analysis of LTAP-OD scenarios, it is important to
observe the distance and speed of the POV when an SV left
turn takes place. Therefore, it will be necessary to monitor the
trajectory of a POV when an SV makes its turn. Furthermore,

1T2I is used as the abbreviation for time to intersection instead of TTI
because the latter may be confusing due to a widely recognized abbreviation
for Texas Transportation Institute.
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Fig. 7. Variations of T2I of vehicles approaching an intersection in a
signal cycle.

if we calculate the POV T2I in a time window before and after
the SV reaches the point of conflict, the closeness of the POV
and, thus, the time gaps accepted by the SV in actual turns can
be assessed.

After each SV target is identified from the radar data and con-
firmed by video review, the radar data is then scanned to check
for the presence of a POV. The corresponding POV distance and
speed are then used to monitor their trajectories relative to the
turning motion of an SV. Two LTAP-OD examples are shown in
Fig. 8(a) and (b) to illustrate the SV–POV encounters in a time
window before and after the time instant when the SV reaches
the point of conflict.

In Fig. 8(a), two opposing vehicles are approaching the
intersection prior to the SV left turn. Initially, the vehicle on
lane 2 is closer in time and is thus the POV by definition.
At time = −3 s, the vehicle on lane 1 edges closer in time to
the intersection and becomes the POV. At time = 0, the inside
vehicle slows down, perhaps due to the appearance of the SV,
and its T2I value remains flat for a second or so. Shortly after,
the vehicle on lane 2 overtakes the other vehicle and becomes
the POV again. This vehicle reaches the intersection when its
T2I value becomes zero at about t = 5 s after the SV crosses
the point of conflict.

In Fig. 8(b), besides the brief appearance of other vehicles at
around t = −6, there is only one other vehicle present, and it by
default, the POV. In this case, the SV left turn occurred during
the signal transition from green to amber. The approaching POV
was slowing down, perhaps due to the signal phase change or
the presence of the SV. The POV T2I reaches a minimum value
of 2 s right around t = 0, when the SV is at the point of conflict.

As shown by the two examples above, the SV and POV
trajectories relative to the point of conflict can be evaluated in
a period of potential interaction. The proximity of POV relative
to an SV in a LTAP-OD situation can now be objectively
compared with a common method. The procedure explained
above will be the essential tool used throughout the remainder
of this paper for all intersections. Aside from the T2I measure,

Fig. 8. (a) POV-T2I versus SV detection time—example 1. (b) POV-T2I
versus SV detection time—example 2.

it is believed that a distance to intersection (D2I) may also be
an important factor in a driver’s consideration for the judgment
of oncoming traffic. Many aspects of analysis in the following
sections can be applied to D2I as well, but the discussions
and illustrations will only be shown for T2I to avoid being
repetitive.

Upon further examination of field-observation sites, it is
noticed that the geometric layout of intersections are very
different, and therefore, the stop-bar position relative to the
point of conflict varies significantly, as shown in Figs. 2–5. It
is reasoned that the perceived closeness of oncoming traffic
relative to the point of conflict, instead of the stop bar, is more
important for drivers’ gap acceptance. This is especially true
for large-size intersections. Therefore, the calculation of the
POV proximity is adjusted by using the time to point of conflict
(T2POC). Similar to T2I, T2POC is the estimated arrival time
of a vehicle by dividing the current distance to the point of
conflict (D2POC) of a target vehicle by its instantaneous speed.
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By the use of T2POC, a conflict can be represented by the
relative arrival times of SV and POV at the point of conflict.

It should be further noted that the term, time to conflict,
adopted herein has a completely different meaning from the
conventional use of TTC; TTC is usually used to denote the
time to collision, which is calculated, for example, by dividing
the space between two vehicles by the speed differential in a
vehicle-following situation.

B. Description of LTAP-OD Scenarios by SV–POV Interaction

The same procedure of the data analysis described above
can be followed for all SV cases to identify the characteristics
of time acceptance at multiple locations. When data were
presented as an aggregate representation of a large number
of drivers, it enables us to compare the driving behaviors at
each site under different traffic conditions and to compare the
differences among multiple sites.

Fig. 9(a) is a chart generated from a 2-hr data set from site
A. It is a composite chart with a total of 68 left-turning SV.
Fig. 9(a) is constructed in the following manner.

1) For each SV, the POV T2POC is plotted in the time
window of −6 and +4 s around t = 0 when SV arrives
at the point of conflict.

2) A plot similar to the examples in Fig. 8 is repeated for all
68 turning SV.

3) The POV may be in either of the two lanes. If there
are multiple vehicles approaching, only the one with the
smallest T2POC is plotted.

Fig. 9(b) is similarly constructed for the D2POC.
Fig. 9(a) and (b) provides intuitive yet revealing phenomena

of SV–POV interaction. Some explanations and comments are
given as follows.

1) If a POV cruises toward the intersection at a constant
speed, its T2POC curve will be a straight line with a down
slope of −1 in Fig. 9(a).

2) If a POV slows down, the slope of its T2POC trajectory
will decrease in absolute values as can be seen in some
examples in their corresponding T2POC and D2POC
curves.

3) A few POV targets are found to slow down or stop as they
get very close to the point of conflict. This is particularly
visible for a couple of cases at the center bottom of the
Fig. 9(b). The POV is slowing down due to the presence
of a turning SV or signal transition.

4) Often, there is a previously passing POV before the SV
turns. These POV cross the point of conflict before SV
arrival at time = 0. A cluster of POV pass through prior
to t = −2 in Fig. 9(a).

5) The two-second period of a passing POV before an SV
arrives at the point of conflict, which is described in 4), is
called the leading buffer.

6) For the majority of cases, POV does not arrive until two
seconds after SV crosses the point of conflict. If the
arrival times of SV and POV are close to each other, as
indicated by several cases in Fig. 9(a) with POV T2POC
crossing near time = +1, then there is a potential conflict
or hazard.

Fig. 9. (a) POV-T2POC versus time relative to SV crossing POC (Data
12/11/03). (b) POV-D2POC versus time relative to SV crossing POC (Data
12/11/03).

7) The time period between the passing of SV and the
subsequent arrival of POV at the point of conflict, which
is mentioned in 6), is referred to as the trailing buffer.

8) The shorter the trailing buffer, the greater the risk is
for the LTAP-OD scenario. The trailing buffer is also
indicative of the aggressiveness of SV drivers in their
decision to turn.

9) A time gap is clearly evident in Fig. 9(a). The gap is
bordered by the leading and trailing buffer, but it is also
visible in a channel in the chart that angles backward
in time to the upper left of the graph. There is a sparse
POV presence in the channel. The reason for the existence
of a gap and a channel extended backward in time is
obvious because a decision to make the turn is made a
few seconds before the SV arrives at the point of conflict.
This is a significant point to note because the timing of
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Fig. 10. (a) Three-dimensional view of POV presence with respect to SV
arrival. (b) Two-dimensional view of POV presence with respect to SV arrival.

warning in IDS/CICAS must be related to the time of
driver decision.

If the graph of Fig. 9(a) is divided into a grid of 1-s intervals
in both directions, and the number of POV presence within
each grid is counted, a distribution plot of the POV can be
generated. Fig. 10(a) shows a three-dimensional plot of this
distribution. The vertical reading is calculated by dividing the
number of POV by the total number of SV and expressed in
the percentage of cases where an SV is encountering a POV at
the respective grids in time.

In Fig. 10(a), a high peak is present on the left side of the
chart, which shows the cluster of previously passing vehicles
that correspond to those in the triangular area at the lower left
corner in Fig. 9(a). The peak at the central portion of the chart
is indicative of the intensity of oncoming POV faced by SV as
the SV makes its turn. The valley between the two peaks reveals
the time gap and channel as mentioned in Fig. 9(a), which are
accepted by the SV to make the left turn.

The three-dimensional plot of Fig. 10(a) can also be
projected onto a two-dimensional contour plot, shown in
Fig. 10(b), which offers an alternative visualization of the
SV–POV encounters. A more intense or lighter-color area in
Fig. 10(b) means that the POV is present for a higher percentage
of cases. Conversely, a darker area means that the presence of
the POV is sparse or less frequent. Fig. 10(a) and (b) conveys a
quantified representation of the same data in Fig. 9(a).

The shape and form of the gaps are influenced by traffic
conditions and intersection attributes. These graphs provide
useful visualization tools for data comparison. Due to the space
limitation, the results generated from other data sets will not
be shown, but they all show similar patterns with variations in
intensity distribution. To allow a comparison of such driving
behaviors under varying traffic conditions and in different in-
tersection settings, further quantitative analysis is needed.

C. Data Utilization and Characterization for Different Traffic
Conditions and at Different Intersections

Once the approach of data analysis is chosen, they can be
similarly applied to data sets from various traffic and intersec-
tion conditions. The data can then be synthesized to gain an
insight into the effects of relevant traffic and roadway factors
that may influence the driving behaviors. For example, one
may wish to compare the percentage of SV turning with POV
arriving with a short trailing buffer at different sites. Also, one
may choose to utilize the field data from different sites to check
if the distribution of accepted time gaps shows any significant
variation due to varying traffic conditions.

For a comparison of signalized intersections with distinct
traffic attributes, the data from sites A, B, and C are analyzed
further. Fig. 11 shows a comparison of the distribution of POV
arrival times after the SV has crossed the point of conflict. The
graph is generated by counting the numbers of POV passing
through the point of conflict in every 1-s intervals and plotting
the cumulative percentage curves of each of the three sites. The
percentage is normalized by dividing the number of POV by the
total SV number.

For the purpose of discussions, let us define a conflict that
warrants the issuance of warning to be a situation when the
trailing buffer is less than 2 s. The data depicted in Fig. 11
indicate that there is a difference in the percentage of left-turn
cases. For example, site C appears to have the highest ratio,
which is followed by site B, and site A possesses the lowest
ratio. This ratio can be interpreted as the level of aggressiveness
of SV turning maneuvers for a site.

There are at least a couple of possible explanations for this
contrast in the ratios for these sites. The driver group at one
site may indeed be more aggressive than the other sites, for
a reason such as driver demographics. On the other hand, the
traffic patterns at a particular site may distort the observed
phenomenon and cause a shift in the distribution for a site. For
example, we have explained in Section III that there are a large
number of right-turning POV at site C, and they are frequently
on a trajectory that appears to be approaching a conflict with
the left-turning SV. Under these conditions, however, the SV
drivers are likely to recognize that the situations were not
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Fig. 11. Distribution of POV arrival after SV crossing POC for sites A, B,
and C.

threatening as both vehicles move relatively slow, and the right-
turning vehicle may further slow down as they come to a
position to turn. In other words, the SV driver assumes that the
risks are not necessarily high and chooses to make an informed
decision to initiate the turn. This is one exemplar situation that
driver perception should be taken into account in the selection
of warning criteria.

The three curves in Fig. 11, from t = +2 to t = +6, show
different trends as site C increases slowly while site B rises
rapidly. In this chart, a curve with greater values implies that the
traffic is more intense as a higher percentage of SV encounters
the POV moving through and arriving at the point of conflict.
This partially reflects the consistently high-volume POV traffic
at site B than other sites. Additionally, a large number of SV
turned near the end of the green phase and in the amber phase
at site C, as revealed in Fig. 6. This resulted in a smaller number
of POV arriving after the SV finishes its turn, because the POV
traffic would have been stopped for the red phase afterward. If
the SV traffic is forced to turn mostly at the end of green or in
the amber phase, there will be a limited knowledge that can be
gained on time gap acceptance, because drivers are operating
under the conditions that the POV traffic will stop for a signal
transition. This point highlights the importance of conducting
field observations, because a direct and realistic investigation
can really help the understanding of a traffic phenomenon.

One aspect of turning behaviors that is not fully addressed in
the representation of data given in Fig. 11 is the traffic dynamics
that have occurred from the time of the SV driver decision to the
instant of POV arriving at the point of conflict. The decision
point is at least several seconds before the SV reaches the point
of conflict. During this time period, the trajectories of SV and
POV may have changed over time. The distribution of the POV
arrival as shown in Fig. 11 is not necessarily indicative of the
risks perceived by the drivers at the time of decision.

A method of utilizing field data to estimate drivers’ time
gap acceptance was suggested [17], [23]. By projecting the
POV future arrival times from a time window when the driver
decision is made before the actual turn, the distribution of

Fig. 12. Distribution of accepted POV time gap at sites A, B, and C.

POV encountered by all drivers can be aggregately counted to
derive a time gap acceptance curve. The driver-decision time is
estimated by the average turning time and the perception time
needed to take into account his/her own judgment of the traffic
conditions. For example, a perception period of 1 s is used in the
estimation of gap acceptance with reference to a related work
[24]. A synthesis of data from multiple observation sites can be
used to construct an aggregate model of driver time-acceptance
behaviors. Fig. 12 plots the cumulative percentage of the POV
time gap accepted by drivers from sites A, B, and C. The graph
shows that the distribution is similar in range and shape.

Recent relevant work has utilized the same field-observation
data to examine the circumstances of potential conflicts to fur-
ther categorize the effects of intersection and traffic attributes
on driving behaviors [25]. This topic deserves more extensive
field observation and further in-depth investigation. However, a
preliminary characterization can be concluded as follows.

1) Pedestrians can be a significant factor in urban environ-
ment, such as site A. The presence of a pedestrian causes
disturbances to vehicle trajectories and leads to higher
risks at times.

2) In high-speed dense-traffic environment, such as site B,
potential conflicts frequently occur.

3) The turning scenarios in late green or amber phases,
such as those at site C, are typically nonthreatening and
commonly assumed so by SV drivers, because POV is
expected to stop for the upcoming red signal, despite the
movements initially appear to be hazardous.

4) On average, about 20%–40% of all left-turn maneuvers in
the field data can be classified as potential conflicts that
lead to a projected or actual short-trailing buffer. These
apparent near miss or close encounters are the situations
that warrant the issuance of warning.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Field observation was carried out to collect real-world traffic
data for the study of intersection safety. Data were collected
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at multiple locations to encompass a variety of geometric
and operational conditions. The experimental setup and the
procedures for analyzing and visualizing the traffic patterns and
driving behaviors were thoroughly discussed. The subsequent
analysis of data as explained in this paper demonstrates that a
considerable information can be extracted and synthesized for
the understanding of driving behaviors. In particular, the gap
acceptance in LTAP-OD scenarios are examined to evaluate if
there are recognizable patterns that indicate the effects of traffic
attributes and intersection characteristics.

The availability of field data and the associated methodology
constitute a foundation of knowledge for assessing the critical
design parameters for safety countermeasures. For example,
the lengths of signal phases seem to have a major influence
on the distribution of gap acceptance. The vehicle speed and
volume can cause a difference in the risk-taking behaviors of
drivers. Pedestrian presence appears to be a significant factor in
urban environment. The understanding of these issues provides
guidelines for selecting a set of explanatory variables for more
in-depth work in human-factor studies and warning criteria for
safety applications.

The data-collection work presented herein was carried out in
an ad hoc manner, which can certainly benefit from a more sys-
tematic approach with enhanced data-acquisition equipment.
The encouraging results from this study also justify the further
use of field observation in future work. With comprehensive
filed observation and data collection, the outcome of these
studies will provide significant insights into driving behaviors.
Since the effectiveness of an IDS/CICAS solution is highly
dependent on the driver perception and response to the issued
warning, the knowledge of driving behaviors in a real-world
setting is an excellent baseline for selecting warning criteria.
The linkage of field observation to sensing, processing, and
human-factor evaluation of suggested safety countermeasures
remains topics of future studies.
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